Daphne Guinness

She is one of theif not themost stylish
women living, says designer and film
director Tom Ford, speaking of Daphne
Guinness, the subject and co-author of this
extraordinary
book.
From
her
platinum-and-black striped hair to her
towering 10-inch heels, her to-die-for
couture collection and amazing diamond
jewelry, Daphne Guinness embodies the
rarified, personal style of a true fashion
icon. A designer, editor, model, muse, and
stylist, Ms. Guinness is renowned for the
way she uses fashion to transform herself.
As her friend, the art historian John
Richardson puts it: She is the object of her
own creativity. Her persona is her own
masterpiece.Karl Lagerfeld of Chanel,
Valentino, Azzedine Alaia, and the late
Alexander McQueen are among the many
great fashion designers whose spectacular
garments form part of Daphne Guinnesss
personal collection of haute couture. But
Ms. Guinness is far more than a great
couture client, she is also an inspiration to
designers because of her fearless personal
style. In an extended interview with the
curator and fashion historian Valerie
Steele, Daphne Guinness explains the
origins and characteristics of her style. She
also discusses her friendships and
collaborations with other creative fashion
personalities from the late Isabella Blow to
the photographer Steven Klein and the
jeweler Shaun Leane. Sumptuously
illustrated
with
both
high-fashion
photographs and paparazzi shots, the book
is a spectacular showcase for the world of
Daphne Guinness.

See the style of fashionista and socialite Daphne Guinness in pictures.Find the latest W Magazine Daphne Guinness
articles, fashion trends and get your favorite celebrity news from the top fashion authority.90.3k Followers, 206
Following, 685 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Daphne Guinness (@ss) - 4 min - Uploaded by Daphne
GuinnessDaphne Guinness - ELECTRIC CONSCIOUSNESS Music Video Directed by Joe Lally with Daphne
Guinness. 16K likes. Official Daphne Guinness Facebook Page. See me, smell me, hear me might be Daphne Guinnesss
motto. A fashion-loving front row and red carpet regular, Guinness worked The first thing you notice about Daphne
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Guinness are her clothes. Theres no way you could miss them. These arent just schmattes coveringThe Honourable
Daphne Guinness is an artist of Irish, English, and French descent and an heiress of the Guinness family. Guinness is the
daughter of JonathanEverything British Vogue knows about Daphne Guinness, including the latest news, features and
images.Daphne Diana Joan Susanna Guinness (born 9 November 1967) is a British and Irish heiress, socialite, fashion
designer, art collector, model, musician, film - 3 min - Uploaded by DaphneGuinnessVEVOTalking To Yourself
(Official Video) taken from the new album Daphne & The Golden Chord - 5 min - Uploaded by
SHOWstudioSHOWstudio is proud to exclusively launch Daphne Guinnesss music video, Five Planets As the debut
video from her new album is released, we speak to the creative multi-hyphenate about fashion, music and
collaboration.Daphne Guinness Dishes on Her Favorite Musicians as She Drops Her Debut Debut With Bowies
Producer: The Stage-Worthy Style of Daphne Guinness. - 3 min - Uploaded by DaphneGuinnessVEVORiot is taken
from Daphne And The Golden Chord, out 20th of April Get the single here The latest Tweets from Daphne Guinness
(@TheRealDaphne): #DaphneAndTheGoldenChord is here! X? https:///6kCIrf1y9n
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